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About PermaProcess
PermaProcess is an online resource base for sustainable, modern farmers. 
Dedicated to solving business and marketing challenges facing the global community of smaller 
scale, ecologically minded food producers.
We are at www.permaprocess.com 
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What is Corporate CSA?

 A regular CSA (Community  Supported Agriculture) program means individuals buy either half or full 
shares of veggie boxes from a local farm for a season.  A corporate program  works in very much the same way 
except that a group of individuals, in this case a group of colleagues from a company, sign-up  together for CSA 
shares and enjoy the advantages that come with a group sign-up.

Whether your farm already runs an individual subscription based CSA or you are just starting out and looking 
for direct marketing avenues for selling your produce

Looking closer at corporate

Why corporate CSA programs are a great idea

They are more organized and simpler than regular CSA programs and 
encourage year-to-year growth and a loyal following within companies.

Efficiencies gained

• direct marketing allows for lower overhead costs due to cutting out the 
middle man (no more paying for market stalls or retail spaces to sell 
produce)

• once you get several companies signed-up within the same downtown 
core of a given city, commuting times are short between locations and you 
can get to all your groups quickly

• produce is always pre-paid and picked up  in bulk at specific time and location giving you predictable and 
reliable sales.  No unsold produce and no waiting around idly for customers

Corporate Programs can:
b u i l d  y o u  a  s t r o n g  c u s t o m e r  b a s e ,  q u i c k l y

e l i m i n a t e  d e p e n d a n c e  o n  r e t a i l  s a l e s

t i m e d  d r o p - o f f s  m e a n  l e s s  t i m e  s p e n t  w a i t i n g  f o r  c u s t o m e r s  t o  s h o w 
u p

g r e a t  g r o w t h  o p p o r t u n i t i e s  y e a r  t o  y e a r  w i t h i n  l a r g e r  c o r p o r a t i o n s
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• thinking of organising additional workshops or farm tours? By  working with affluent  and sustainably  minded 
customers, with their taste-buds already immersed in local and high-quality food, you grow a network of 
customers that are likely to be intrested in other products, activities and packages that your farm has to offer

Easier to organize

Corporate or group CSA’s will often be orchestrated from within by 1 or 2 key  members.  These 
“evangelists” (who we will discuss later on in this eBook) inform their group as to prices, schedules and key 
concepts and bring you the final lists and, often times, everyone’s payments in one deft movement.  Instead of 
chasing down individual customers you need to work together and communicate with the right evangelists… 
and they will create groups for you.  Remember to reward their efforts too!

Encourage year-to-year growth and a loyal following

Corporate groups bring a lot of growth potential with them.  In corporations of hundreds or even thousands of 
people, a dozen or so come together to buy your fresh veggie boxes… so what about the remaining unfed 
employees?  They  may not join in the first year, but rest  assured that colleagues will engage in “water-cooler 
talk” and share their experiences, and if they are satisfied with their boxes will most likely encourage an even 
greater number of people to sign-up  for the following season.  The trust and understanding created between 
farmers and CSA members brings a real sense of loyalty from year to year.  Corporations just like individuals 
aren’t likely to change farms every year if they are satisfied with the quality and delivery of the produce.
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Consider these advantages

Watch out for these problem spots
Delivery to office buildings can be tricky

Consider which truck, trailer or attachment you can safely take into a dense city core to ensure 
that deliveries go smoothly.

Limited interaction time with customers

Since you’ll be making deliveries during work hours, your CSA members won’t have too much time to stay  and 
chat.  To keep  communication lines open, a weekly eNewsletter can help  keep everyone in the loop of the 
current farm activities.  If possible, invite your corporate teams to a day out at the farm on a weekend!

Similar perks to that of a regular 
CSA program

... some specific corporate perks

members pay for their half or full share of veggies 
upfront, before the season and deliveries begin

work with a more affluent customer base who value 
your high-quality product more and are willing to pay  

for it

work with supportive and loyal community grow your network from within the company 
(ultimately influencing company culture!)

share inherent farming risks between all members

Advantages to your customers

picking up produce in larger groups makes it easy to trade items

CSA shares get delivered right to the office

if someone is in a meeting, absent or on holiday it is very easy to arrange with a colleague to 
pick up a delivery
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Fisher Farms - starting out strong in CSA
Meet Kari and Nolan Fisher, a 
young, organic-minded couple 
pursuing food sustainability  in 
Alberta, Canada’s oil & gas 
province.  The 160 acre farm has 
been in the family since 1956, 
and for the past three years 
approximately 14 acres have 
been turned into a diversified, 
small-scale farm with hogs, hens, 
chickens and veggie production.  
In 2013, the couple decided to 
try the CSA model and commit 
to supp ly ing severa l key 
communities within central 
Alberta with seasonal veggies 
and herbs.  The program would 
run for the full Albertan growing 
season (approx. 12-13 weeks), 
offering half and full shares to 
nearby  rural communities and to 
Calgary, one of Canada’s largest 
cities with over 1-million 
inhabitants and multiple oil & 
gas company headquarters.  The 
opportunity was ripe to try  not 
only the classic CSA model but 
also its corporate version.

In late May, after leveraging a 
personal contact, the farming 
team set out to their first Lunch 
‘n Learn at Direct Energy, an 
electricity and natural gas 
suppl ier headquar tered in 
Calgary’s downtown core.  The 
p r e s e n t a t i o n p r o v e d a n 

invaluable experience to the 
Fishers although it ultimately 
generated only one additional 
client.  The customer in question 
ended up signing up for a regular 
CSA share since the requirement 
of a group of 10 or more 
individuals was not met, and so a 
corporate CSA program did not 
happen.  The  first CSA 
deliveries were planned for July.  
There was still time to work with 
other interested companies.

Soon after, a partnership 
with Newalta was spurred 
by no t one bu t two 
evangelists from within 
the company.  Nicki* and 
Francis* both helped 
orchestrate the Lunch ‘n 
Learn and this time, in 
early June, the Fishers 
were welcomed with open 
arms and had their 
group of 10 signed-
up and paid for 
within several days! 

Nexen turned out to be yet a 
different story.  After noticing 
(from their email signatures) that 
two colleagues from the same 
company had signed-up for half 
shares, the Fishers suggested to 
the ladies that they look into 
organizing a corporate program.  

They  Fishers underlined the 5% 
discount perk and, of course, the 
direct-to-office delivery.  Alex*, 
the first of the friends to join, 
quickly  rallied another dozen 
employees together, organizing 
their payments and ensuring 
everyone sent in their forms with 
military-like efficiency.  Ecstatic 
at this resounding success and 
ease of organization, the Fishers 
made plans to come out and 
speak to the group about 

sustainable farming.  Their intern 
p r e p a r e d t h e P o w e r p o i n t 
presentation and the date was 
booked... however the Lunch ‘n 
Learn was cancelled due to 
severe flooding in Calgary in late 
June.  Nevertheless, the group 
was as committed as ever, and 
Alex* and the Fishers discussed 

Photo credit: Fisher Farms
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an August weekend visit to the 
farm for all of the colleagues to 
come out with their families to 
learn about the land growing 
their food.  

For the Fishers, going corporate 
in their very first year of CSA 
proved an excellent choice.  
When building your customer 
base from scratch, every 
individual sign-up matters.  
You can watch it crawl painfully 
forward as individuals agree to 
buy your product... if they do at 
all.  Targeting groups and getting 

multiple sign-ups in one go can 
seem like a far-fetched dream. 

The Fishers had started off the 
season with high hopes. Despite 
an extensive network of family 
and friends in the province 

individual CSA sign-ups came 
slower than expected.  It was mid 
June and time was running out, 
July and the first CSA deliveries 
were quickly  approaching, and 
the Fisher CSA membership still 
counted only 43 customers 
purchasing roughly 30 full-share 
equivalents.

The corporate programs with 2 
Calgary based corporations, 
Newalta and Nexen, allowed the 
Fishers to add 24 customers 
and about 13 fu l l - share 
equivalents to their roster, 

bringing them much 
closer to the desired 
50 share mark.

The corporate CSA 
program allowed the 
Fishers to quickly  grow 
their customer numbers 
and reach the customer 
threshold they  were 
comfortable with.  In 
fac t , in 2013, the 
c o r p o r a t e s i d e 
accounted for about 
21% of their total CSA 
income stream. The 
d i r e c t t o o f f i c e 
deliveries proved very 

time efficient.  With only 1 full-
time intern and the two farmers, 
attending two Farmer’s Markets 
every  week (approx. 10 hours of 
attendance and hours of travel 
time) quickly  wore them out.  
The Fishers were excited to save 

on time and get back to their 
main jobs - farming!

Take Away Lessons

(I)A corporate CSA is a great 
way to quickly boost sales and 
grow your customer list  - 
simply, group sign-ups will 
grow your numbers and 
presence in the community 
much quicker than individual 
sign-ups

(II)It may  take more than one try 
- the F i she r s were no t 
successful with signing on 
D i r e c t E n e rg y t o t h e i r 
corporate CSA program... but 
they  persevered and gained 
customers at Newalta and 
Nexen

Fisher Farms main website: 
www.fisherfarms.net 

Corporate CSA page: http://
fisherfarms.net/corporate-csa-
program-takes-off-in-2013/ 

*real first names are not usedthe “Dragon’s Tongue” variety of bean shown 
here is a great example of a heritage, rare 

vegetable that make CSA programs so appealing 
and unique

http://www.fisherfarms.net
http://www.fisherfarms.net
http://fisherfarms.net/corporate-csa-program-takes-off-in-2013/
http://fisherfarms.net/corporate-csa-program-takes-off-in-2013/
http://fisherfarms.net/corporate-csa-program-takes-off-in-2013/
http://fisherfarms.net/corporate-csa-program-takes-off-in-2013/
http://fisherfarms.net/corporate-csa-program-takes-off-in-2013/
http://fisherfarms.net/corporate-csa-program-takes-off-in-2013/
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The 4 step process to set up your very own 
corporate CSA program

Communicate your offer

Find your evangelists

present for " company

Iron out the details
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STEP 1: Communicate your offer

Yup, you guessed it.  “Communicating” an offer is also known 
as... Marketing!  In short, it entails telling people about what it is 
you are selling, in what conditions and for how much.

You are the best resource for your future customers to learn 
about you and your farm.  However, you may  not always be 
around to answer all questions, nor would you want to 
repeatedly address the same inquiries over and over again.

Your website is the best way in which you can communicate all 
of the details of your corporate CSA program to interested individuals.  Spread the word amongst your friends 
and family (don’ forget about social media tools like Facebook and Twitter!) and direct them to a page on your 
site where they can find all of the program details and prices.

If you already run a CSA program, make sure to highlight the differences between the individual and corporate 
programs.  

STEP 2: Recruit Your Evangelists

 Finding and Rewarding your Evangelists

The person on the inside, the one pushing for and marshaling their colleagues to join a corporate CSA is your 
“evangelist” and they  are working hard to promote you, your farm and the infallible quality of your produce.  
Finding these individuals can be tricky, but once they appear on your horizon they are likely to remain there, 
especially if you reward them and treat  them right.  Did they round up a dozen colleagues and organize 
everyone’s forms and payments for you? You’d better treat them to a $50 gift  certificate to their choice of farm 
fresh produce.  Did they get another 20 people signed-up for the following season? Gift them with a free share! 

Bottom line is - treat them right, reward them for they are equal to your hardest workers and are bringing you 
new customers and money without your having to wag a finger.”

5 tips on finding and working with your corporate 
evangelists

Call ‘em what you will.  A team captain. An organizer. I revel in the term “evangelist”, mostly  because it’s the 
same term Joel Salatin uses for the ladies that organize his online buying clubs :)
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So, these evangelists are your first step  into creating new corporate CSA programs.  But how do you find them 
and encourage them to sign-up?

1. Pay attention to details

When corresponding and speaking with your regular CSA members, pay attention to the details.  Does their 
email signature contain a corporate signature?  Do they mention their company and colleagues in conversation?  
If your intuition guides you to do so, you can casually bring up the idea of a corporate CSA and see if they are 
interested.

2. Make the corporate perks readily 
apparent

A casual mention of a potential group  discount 
and to-office delivery  to the right person really 
can’t hurt.  Letting people know about these 
perks helps them to understand the basic 
incentives to the customer for participating in a 
corporate CSA.

3. Make it easy for ‘em

Setting up a page on your website that explain 
the corporate CSA program to interested 
companies and providing downloadable online 

forms is an excellent idea.  Make it as easy as possible for future groups to approach you with all of their main 
questions already answered.

4. Make sure they know that you do presentations

The evangelists’ colleagues will love the opportunity  to meet you at a corporate Lunch ‘n Learn.  Let them 
know that it’s an option and what days and times in the season work best for you.

5. Don’t be pushy

Your evangelist needs to be personally passionate about organizing a corporate CSA at their office.  If the 
energy isn’t there and they aren’t into it, that’s OK. You’ll find others to work with!

And…

Last but not least, create lasting relationships with your evangelists.  And, once the new corporate CSA takes 
off don’t forget to reward them for all of their hard work!! (farm gift certificates make a great gift :)
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A presentation for your group is a great idea, especially  in the first year of a corporate CSA – remember that 
you’ll most likely have less opportunity to interact and chat with your corporate members throughout the 
season (then you would in a Farmer’s Market  or casual drop-off context), so this will really  be your chance to 
shine and to connect!

Why it’s important

When starting out with a new group, regardless of whether or not you know 
your contact person at the company very well (the person known as your 
“evangelist”), presenting for the group is an excellent idea.  It gives your 
potential corporate members an opportunity to meet you, to understand what 
your farm is about, your farming processes, where you’re located, the history 
of your farm and any other details you want to share with them.  
Transparency is key and continues to be the main difference between 
conventional and alternative agriculture – honesty  and a welcome invite to 
come visit and see the farm is a must.  Transparency also means you’re not making yourself sound worse or 
better than you are but simply  sharing your story  and inviting others to share in your harvest with you.  Let 
them know about the benefits and perks of the CSA model both for the customer and for you the farmer – 
people react positively to genuine sincerity!

Who will present?

Presenting and public speaking is not everyone’s cup of tea.  A lot of farmers would rather spend an eternity 
weeding if it would save them from a one time speaking engagement!  Nevertheless, this should not deter you 
from presenting for your company  since you don’t have to do all the prep and presentation alone!  Ideally, 
you want one of the farmers to present but if this is not realistic remember that you can send someone in your 
stead to represent you.  Consider hiring someone for the job – an intern, a long-term volunteer or someone from 
your own family  – anyone who can speak about you and your farm with enthusiasm and integrity is the right 
person for the job!  Keep in mind however that  the group ultimately wants to meet  YOU, the same farmer who 
is growing and producing their food, so if you end up  partnering with someone to present, make the utmost 
effort to at least show up and introduce yourself!

Organizing and scheduling your “Lunch ‘n Learn”

A common format for these corporate presentations is a “Lunch ‘n Learn”.  These tend to be a bit more 
informal, shorter encounters that are often organized at larger corporations to engage the employees in a topic 
of their interest during the lunch hour while they munch away and enjoy a break from work.  Use this context to 
your advantage to prepare an engaging, funny  and interactive meeting.  Don’t forget about the timeless art of 
storytelling and share your favourite farming anecdotes or previous participants’ reactions to the CSA program.  
Connect with your audience on an emotional level by making it fun and personal.

Your evangelist within the company can help  you schedule a presentation.  Make sure to pick a date that 
doesn’t conflict with your intense farming season.  The presentation will last anywhere from 15-30 minutes 

STEP 3: Presenting & Meeting the Group
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with a few minutes left to interact with your audience and to 
answer questions.  The entire visit probably won’t run for 
more than 1 hour.

How to present & what to bring

Keep your Powerpoint or Keynotes presentation heavy on 
images and videos and light on text.  Make sure to be there 15 
minutes early to iron out any computer issues with the tech 
people before you start  speaking.  A Lunch ‘n Learn is 
primarily  educational in nature so stay focused on helping 
your audience learn about you, your farm and sustainable 
farming.  You can mention the prices and process in signing up 
for the CSA program, but there’s no need to pitch or hard-sell 
it.  Also, be careful with using too much farming lingo!  Not 
everyone knows about open-pollinated seeds and worm tea, 
but of course if you make it  a part of the presentation’s educational experience they will be happy  to learn all 
about it.

Bringing something from your farm as a taste-test is a great idea.  Kale chips, dehydrated veggies, sausage 
samples or any other farm fresh foodies you can offer will get everyone excited!

Last but not least – smile and be yourself!  It takes a community  to build a CSA, and your coming forward and 
speaking with a potential group is a tangible step in helping to build these new long-term relationships!

STEP 4: Ironing out the details
A new corporate group has committed to your CSA program - youpee!!

Now comes the relatively easy bit, ironing out the details of your veggie box deliveries to their office.

While staying in close contact  with your evangelist within the company, you’ll need to look out for the 
following logistical details:

1. everyone’s forms and payment for their desired CSA share (what payment types do you accept? what are 
your deadlines? will you turn away or accept additional members that want to sign up mid-season?)

2. the exact delivery location (loading dock? front door? cafe next door?)

3. maneuvering a large quantity of produce in a dense city core  (is a trailer attachment feasible or not? can 
you use a truck instead?)

4. can employees get away from their desks to pick up produce? (should a team captain pick up everyone’s 
boxes? perhaps the group members can rotate this task weekly depending on their work and meeting 
schedules)

Discussing these details with your group evangelists early  on will make sure that your deliveries take place in a 
smooth, efficient and professional manner week after week.
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Stony Hills Farm - experienced and adapting 
Meet the Davis’ - they’ve 
successfully  created a farming 
and orchid oasis in Chester, New 
Jersey, USA.  The 40-acre farm 
started out as as Stony Hill 
Gardens in 1988 with a focus 
that began on cut flower orchids.  
Since that  time the Davis family 
has grown and the farming 
operations have expanded to 
include fresh produce, fruit and 
pumpkin u-picks, a giant corn 
maze and a v ibrant CSA 

program.  The 
corporate CSA 
program is a new 
addition to the 
Davis’ already 
impressive roster, 
and was started in 
2012.

Stony Hill is well 
v e r s e d i n 

organization and recognized the 
need for internal organizers for 

their corporate programs early 
on.  The farmers have outlined 
the following procedure for 
joining their corporate CSA 
programs:

1. A captain is chosen from 
a m o n g t h e i n t e r e s t e d 
employees - this individual is 
responsible for organizing 
their group, keeping track of 
forms and payments and 
ensuring proper distribution of 
everyone’s half or full shares.  
This captain is compensated 
with a 50% discount in their 
own CSA share for the 
season.

2. The captain then organizes a 
presentation by the farmers for 
the employees at the office to 
f u r t h e r e d u c a t e f u t u r e 
participants about the benefits 
of eating local and supporting 
l o c a l f a r m s .  D u e t o 
availability  and seasonality, 

Stony Hill is most often 
available to present in the 
spring.

3. The captain must enlist the 
participation of at least 24 of 
their colleagues for the 
corporate CSA program to 
move forward.

4. Once the group of +25 has 
been confirmed, the captain 
contacts Stony Hill to arrange 
for specific day and time drop-
offs to the office. Payments 
and member participation is 
finalized; the captain is 
responsible for proper internal 
distribution of their colleagues 
half and full shares all season 
long

... and a new corporate CSA 
program is born!

S t o n y H i l l b e g a n t h e i r 
corporate program in 2012 and 

Carol Davis 
Proprietor
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had a great first year with 2 
companies signing on.  In 2013 
they are expecting 3 or 4 
c o m p a n i e s t o p a r t i c i p a t e 
increasing their total corporate 
CSA shares to over 100!  In most 
cases, Stony Hill has made every 
effort to visit the companies to 
present and share about their 
farm and the advantages of the 
CSA program before confirming 
a new corporate CSA group.

A Chilly Challenge

Finding refrigeration or cold 
storage areas at the office has 
proven tricky for Stony Hill.  
The farmers do their utmost to 
keep  leafy greens such as lettuce 
from wilting too soon when in 
the heat, but have found that 
finding the right refrigeration 
facilities is not always easy.

Themselves Evangelists

Currently, the Davis’ are very 
happy with the time and energy 
efficiencies that come with 
delivering to one group at a fixed 
time and place every week - as 
compared to manning a farmer’s 
market booth or on farm store for 
multiple hours, often with 
unpredictable sales.  They are 
actively promoting the corporate 
CSA model to fellow farmers 
and interested customers!

Take Away Lessons

(I)be observant of the facilities 
available at your participating 
company: do they have a 
kitchen and cafeteria on sight? 
Talk about the possibility of 
using refrigeration or storage 
facilities with organizers early 
on, or time your drop-offs so 
that employees’ veggie boxes 
spend as little time in the heat 
as possible

(II)with large groups comes 
more organization: whether 
setting your group  minimum 
to 10, 15 or 25 co-workers, the 
bigger the group you work 
with the more time will need 
to be spent organizing it.  Be 
generous with rewarding your 
organizers (aka. captains or 
evangelists), either by giving 
them a discount on their own 
CSA share or with additional 
farm gift certificates, extra 
produce and of course many 
hugs and thank-yous!

(III)respect and value your time: 
presenting and getting to know 
your corporate CSA members 
is very important, but comes at 
a time and energy cost from 
you, the farmer.  Make sure 
that these events take place 
early on in the season and 
don’t fret if you have to cancel 

or postpone those who would 
like you to come out mid-
season while harvests and 
farm work are at their peak.

Stony Hill Farm additional 
information:
Website: 
www.stonyhillgardens.com 
Corporate CSA info page: http://
www.stonyhillgardens.com/market/
csa-corporate.php 

http://www.stonyhillgardens.com
http://www.stonyhillgardens.com
http://www.stonyhillgardens.com/market/csa-corporate.php
http://www.stonyhillgardens.com/market/csa-corporate.php
http://www.stonyhillgardens.com/market/csa-corporate.php
http://www.stonyhillgardens.com/market/csa-corporate.php
http://www.stonyhillgardens.com/market/csa-corporate.php
http://www.stonyhillgardens.com/market/csa-corporate.php
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Sincere thanks to Fisher Farms and Stony Hill Farms for granting interviews and helping in the creation of this 
educational resource

THANK YOU!

www.permaprocess.com 

Have questions or concerns about your own corporate CSA program?

Your feedback is always welcome!

Visit our website and join in the discussion
www.permaprocess.com 

http://www.permaprocess.com
http://www.permaprocess.com
http://www.permaprocess.com
http://www.permaprocess.com

